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MOTIVATION

RESULTS

> There is a growing interest in proteomics towards label-free mass spectrometry based
quantification.
> Many new open-source tools for quantification are being developed.
> It is difficult to evaluate/compare software due to their differences in pre- and postprocessing of data.
> It is a complex task to parameterize the selected tools to achieve optimal performance.

> A pipeline integrating the software SpecArray and SuperHirn was developed, with a common output
format for further statistical analyses (Figure 1).
> Software performance was compared, parameter settings were optimized.
> Optimised parameters including:
- tolerance on m/z peak width,
- tolerance on m/z differences between scans or runs,
- RT window, RT differences between runs,
- intensity threshold.
> The tested software were assessed for their capacity to distinguish correctly differentially expressed
features (ROC-based scoring, see example of ROC curve in Figure 3).
> SpecArray : parameter optimisation for Orbitrap data (software was initially developed for QTOF-type
of instruments) dramatically improved performance (Figure 4A and 4B):
- number of features detected increased 2x
- number of features for spiked proteins increased 7x
> SuperHirn : default parameters resulted in artifactual high numbers of features and wide ratio dispersion
due to peptide signal splitting. Parameter optimisation allowed to reduce but not to eliminate this problem
(Fig. 4C and 4D).
>SuperHirn vs SpecArray after optimisation :
- SuperHirn : overall higher sensitivity for quantification
- SpecArray : more precise.

 Goal : to develop a bioinformatics pipeline integrating various software packages into
a common processing and statistical framework.
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Figure 1. Framework overview. The initial design includes SpecArray, developed for
Q-TOF (2), and SuperHirn developed for FTMS (3).
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Figure 3. Example of ROC curves for fold change classifier applied to SpecArray results considering all the ratios
between the four samples of the spiked dataset. The AUC (Area Under Curve) measure can be misleading and is
therefore supplemented with a measure of true positive (TP) fraction at a given false positive (FP) threshold. In insert,
the AUC and TP values for FP thresholds of 1%, 5% and 10% are shown for ratio of E.coli sample 2 to 1.
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> Development and validation of the framework (Figure 1) with a test data set : four
samples of E.coli lysate spiked with standard proteins (bovine serum albumin, chicken
ovalbumin, horse myoglobin, bovine β-casein).
> E.coli lysate provided constant complex background.
> Concentrations of standard proteins added adjusted to obtain various fold changes of 0.2
to 7, compared to the reference sample.
> LC-MS/MS analyses of digested proteins on a LTQ-Orbitrap platform, triplicate injections.
> Spectra converted to mzXML format and Mascot (1) identifications converted to pep.xml
format.
> Quantification with SpecArray (2) and SuperHirn (3).
> The lists of extracted and aligned features (defined by m/z, z, RT) were converted to a
common data format and used for the development of the statistical analytical framework.
> Statistical tools for differential expression and quality analyses were developed in R (4).
> Performance of the software was evaluated using a ROC curve for sensitivity (true
positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate) assessment (Figure 2).
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ROC curves for t-test p-value and fold change classifiers:
- area under curve (AUC)
- true positive (TP) fraction at false positive (FP) threshold
Figure 2. Performance evaluation of software was based on ROC curves,
applied to spiked E. coli datasets.
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Figure 4. Sample 2 vs sample 1 feature (peptide) fold change using different parameter settings of SpecArray: A) default
parameters, B) optimized parameters, and SuperHirn: C) default parameters, D) optimized parameters. Theoretical ratios
(on original scale) of spiked proteins are indicated on the right Y-axis of the plots in their respective color. Theoretical
ratio of E. coli proteins is 1.0 (0 in log scale).
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> This approach provides a single framework to objectively assess the performance of label-free software.
> It allows to parameterize and compare software for their use, separately or in combination, for quantitative proteomics analyses.
> It can be readily extended to integrate other label-free tools.

